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(Offers China and Iran flight to moon,    ,  ) 

 

(:09).  

(:12).  

Chinese and Iranian flight to the moon...  

 

 

(:24). 

... It's already in China, I have made sure of it. The process of sharing knowledge and 

taking mankind to the next phase,  (:26). is not a decision of the governments but now 

it's a decision of the KF and us as people of this planet. We share knowledge freely and 

now it has reached a point of maturity that we can openly plan the first excursions, not 

nation by nation, but as One Nation of the human race. It is easy to achieve, the tests 

have been there, all of you know how to do it, it has been done. As I said, many times I 

gave you the Rolls Royce but never gave the golden key. And now the golden key will 

be shared directly with the government of China as of yesterday or 2 days ago. This is 

our pleasure and part of the work of the KF to create condition of peace, means not to 

think about people who create war. Because Tel Aviv from Theran is less then 1 minute, 

we can buy as many flowers in Iran and embrace the people of Israel. It's not a life 

threat, this is a friendship. I have too many cousins, my grand parents were too busy 

creating too many grandchildren, etc.. some in Washington, Tel Aviv, and in Theran.  

(:28). And now we are in China, they are all the same. 10  

 

 

(:34).   (:36). 

... trust one soul to give all our souls to, to be in ?? guard enough at the point of 

delivery. Many times mankind has tested and done this, but in a way the physicality of 

the soul which was given to, has abused, are those who had or used the name of the 

soul. We used to call them the prophets.  (:38). It's what we trust our soul to and by 

those who used the physicality, abused it. Now this time the mankind sees his soul and 

trusts his soul to the soul of the captain, in full knowledge that has nothing to do with 

the dimension of physicality, as this time the physicality of him is within the reach of 

his own soul, therefore it can't be abused. In the past mankind had his soul and was told 

it was in 2 separate points. Now that you can understand that you can travel in the 

dimension of the physicality of the soul within the STM, now you can hold it, that no 

one like the priest, mullahs, rabbis, or whatever you call them, to abuse the physicality 

in the torture of the STM. This is the difference. This is where the development comes 

in. Everything has a time and a place. The time and the place for the next step has come. 

What we are trying to do is to be able to understand the totality of what is to come in the 

coming weeks. (:40).  What we will develop is very simple, we'll try to develop and 

complete the process of what we started   (:40). in China last year in the space program. 

In that process with the support of 2 nations of Iran and China a new fuel for space 

travel will be introduced into this process. This fuel for the deep space travel has never 

been released. This fuel allows only the creation of the physical dimension and not the 

control of the soul. This fuel was originally tested in Theran 11 years ago and now it's 

been re-developed in a much easier way for the whole control of the system. We are not 

bringing something out of the unknown, but now that we have completed everything, all 

come together to create one integral system. It's very much like when you try to make a 

food, you make the vegetables ready, then the meat ready, and everything else, you 



herbs ready, for when you start cooking, to come to that point. All our teaching has been 

to complete all these parts, now we start cooking. Now we start ?? as One Nation. The 

condition for this will keep, as we did with the USB Stick, we give the governments a 

time, maybe up to 2 to 4 months time advanced development product. Which means by 

seeing the knowledge and effect of it they know they have 2 to 4 months to reach 

international agreements on borders.  (:42). In this process we can learn a lot from the 

European Union, the way you can live anywhere but you live under ?? taxation. This is 

where we become and live where we want and we decide in what direction we allow our 

effort, what we call taxation to be used for. We allow some of it for our countries, some 

of it back for where we stay and we live. With this development, no borders, no nations. 

As of this week it has become very clear. We release this T in one direction, the 

direction of peace. If anyone crosses the line of peace, we'll show how we can create 

that dimension. What's the use of trying to use and protect oil reserves when all the KF 

K Seekers know how to make protein. Oil is a kind of protein. Combination and 

evaluation, and combination of the CONH and what do you burn in your systems, and 

how many of you have made CH3.   (:44). Would you like ethane, methanol, what 

would you like me to make for you. 22 

 

 

(:48). ... In the next few days this T will be demonstrated to the ambassadors of these 

nations in Beijing. We don't need to do anything anymore, because I hae made sure that 

we are in that position with the strength of the knowledge and the way you as K Seekers 

have supported it to be where it is.  (:50).  

 

 (:54). 

 

(1:00).  

 

(1:04).  

 

(1:08). 

 

(1:10). What is the next step. The full system to deliver this T landed in Beijing at 5:30 

this morning. And we are in possession of it and we can show its power. I make a blind 

to see and a dead man to walk. Any questions. ... K asks John if he would like to show 

to the American government since he did so much work around it.   (1:12). .. You'll 

become the representative to President Trump to see the T. Q: Are we putting our soul 

into the reactor or an aspect of soul, like the field level of our soul..? You are the 

decision maker, you have to trust it, 'how much do I want to make this work.'  Q: So can 

our soul be split into many pieces, is that true? You do make it into pieces, you see, go 

back to the medical teachings. If you remember, .... if this is the brain and this is the 

soul. (1:14). if you remember from teachings years ago, what are you afraid of, to split 

your soul. As your brain is part of the manifestation and part of your soul, do you 

remember what we said about the glands in the body? That glands are in fact part of the 

operation of the brain. So if you already look at it, we have already trusted because each 

of these glands have their own system, own soul of themselves. What are we afraid of, 

we already know that we already have a split part of the structure of our brain with the 

rest of our body, within the structure of our own body. It's not something new. If the 

soul has trusted to split itself through the operation of the glands which is part of the 

brain, so what is there to be afraid of. What happens if you bring the soul of these into 



the body and with it, it brings the total operation within the STM.  (1:16). What are we 

afraid of what we already have but we didn't know. It's like going shopping and 

panicking that you have no money, but you already have a coin in the side pocket that 

you forgot you put it there. Q: So we can have more then 1 soul in 1 place? No, you can 

have part of your soul in more then 1 place. If you want to shift the whole lot you are 

quite welcome. Q: And we carry the soul's of all of the passengers of the ship? If you 

feel like it, if they trust you. If you don't charge interest and take some of their energy 

for your self. You have to understand something very simple, go back to all of the 

teachings from the beginning, all the plasmas are the same, if I give you my soul to 

carry it will be in line with yours. He draws a spiral within a spiral. It doesn't mean it 

will be less then yours, it could be more or a little bit less. It's very much, you have seen 

it, you put a CO2 and you call it a Gans of CO2, which part is C and which part is O, it's 

always on the same, this is the captain and this is you. You have seen it, you operate, 

there is no fear of what.  (1:18). How many of you have mixed CH3, CO2, and AA and 

the rest of it, where does you Gans of AA comes, it's a combination of the O, H and 

everything else embedded on top of each other, you don't see the O, you see the 

behavior of AA. Maybe the captain becomes much more cleverer because in that soul 

there is a knowledge that he doesn't have and he can support it. Go back, I think it's in 

the book where we talk about the Gans, where I say clearly we can't mix Gans's, and 

there is a picture of it. You can't mix my soul with your soul, but we stay together as 

part fo one thing. Many of you if you did the dynamic reactors you made the Cu, CH3, 

and the CO2, you saw the layering, but they are all the same created, the soul of totality 

in the center. I think you are afraid of the unknown but in a way it is known, I didn't 

know. .. I love your last video.  (1:20). .. where I learn how to speak Taiwanese.  

(1:22).  .. John shares video...  Learning Taiwanese.... (1:24).  part 1 ...  (1:26). (1:28). 

part 2 ...   (1:30). . 25   (1:32).  ... We saw systems that are stacked up in trying to create  

(1:34). You'll see better effects and results to work in the same dimension as reality, the 

way the U works. If you find a Free Plasma between this and this (the 2 reactors), then 

interaction of these 2 FP, which is here (another FP is created between them). then you 

can take that to interface with the emotion and the STM. There is a very big 

misconception maybe for the first time I can explain it that you can understand. We 

created the MaGrav stacker unit like this. But if we look at this elevation inside the 

system, we are not looking for energy to come out of this, we are looking for the energy 

we tap up from here (on top). I have mentioned this many times but our people do not 

understand. The true energy of the MaGrav system...  the way it is done now you are 

going for the matter state (electricity). The true power of the MaGrav S is the energy 

which this creates, the bottom and 2nd layer funnel in and the top layer delivers. We call 

this the enter place, we call it the South Pole, this is the energy which is absorbed from 

the environment  (1:36). and it's the energy of what you call the North Pole or giving. 

You need to tap into this energy and not by connecting to this energy (electricity). I'll 

give you 1 megawatt, but in the plasmatic field strength. What you saw with John's 

(video) is actually working here, where in fact if you see, the energy is above the 

system, and the true energy is somewhere here (FP) that energy you can take a soul in 

and one out, as a strength field. In the MaGrav S you have the coils, it's a constant 

balanced field in all levels. When I developed this I always said no one will see it, they 

are all looking for this (electricity). How many times I have said that the MaGrav S is 

on a plasmatic field system, not current system. We took all the funny bits of everybody 

else looking for energy, but in reality I was laughing all the times at those who were 

looking at the wrong place. This is how a planetary system creates itself. That's all it is,  

the entry and exit. Mankind is too materialistic.  (1:38). If you find the right center point 



you'll hit the maximum point you need to do. This is the principle of the working, if you 

try to transfer anything. Each one has its own center. If you structure it the right way it 

will ... if you drain this, the amount that you drain dictates the speed, that is one of the 

reasons that the KF generators can't be controlled, because the more I pull the more it 

comes in. You have been looking for the coils and windings, I was looking for a plasma. 

Many times I said that MaGrav systems are plasma systems, not matter state systems, 

some of it leaks and it goes in (out as electricity) and it depends on how you connect it. 

These fields are exactly the same as if you drink a glass of (plasma) water, you call it, if 

it has a CH3 or CO2 in it, and then you loose some of your, what you call imbalances in 

your body.  (1:40). Because you know the fields are in there, but which one do you 

want, it's the same way here. The way the coils are set is in the winding situation, which 

then compresses the fields into the center. The stronger fields of G are here (bottom 

core), the strongest field in M is here (top core). How many of you have tried to do a 

reverse connection?   (1:42). Any other question    Q: Dan says he is learning language 

through the soul using a MaGrav, through the soul power, I am learning other 

languages, because Mr. K put inside me and everybody else the knowledge ... you put a 

piece of your soul in everybody, the soul of totality.   (1:44). How many languages have 

you learned? Or do we need to learn it until we come across a person who needs to 

understand it. ... Do we get to the point that you speak through the soul of hte common 

denominator that what they receive they translate into the language that they 

understand. This was part of the teaching some months and months ago. How are we 

going to understand the soul, the language, the intention of someone we see in space? I 

asked someone a very funny question recently, have you seen the bits of the Apollo on 

the moon, and the answer was to me was yes. If so then why don't the Americans 

confirm, that we have to ask the others. They tell us they have seen the bits of Apollo on 

the moon.  (1:46). It comes to the point, what happens if we walk there, we never find 

the footprints but we see the souls. Where are they from, do we speak their language, 

does it have to be the mother language of the man that we understand. I was watching a 

strange program and it was amazing, an antelope gave birth to a little baby, very few 

minutes old and a cheetah comes and the mother moves away from the baby that the 

cheetahs don't get attracted towards it. But strange enough the mother makes a noise 

that a few minutes old baby antelope knows that it has to stay low and hidden. Where 

did this language come from? It takes mankind years to teach noise and a voice to his 

child, yes or no. ...    (1:48).  

 

 

(1:52). 

 

(1:58).  

 

(2:04). 

MaGrav fields 

(2:10). 

(2:12).  ... (2:13). ..(:50).  maybe we go back to the first teachings.  (2:14). in the U we 

don't any cylinder ships. 18 

(2:16). .. The MaGrav systems have a problem very much like rectangular magnets, and 

we have hidden inside it. If we make spherical MaGravs and we understand the process 

of the 2 rings where we create the G field forces stronger here, and M field force, where 

the direction of the Pl will be like this. Then very simply we can reverse. When we went 

to build the first MaGrav systems my suggestion to the Italian team was it should be this 



way ?? it can't be produced. Then you have to understand the ratio and the proportion to 

the fields. If you make such a MaGrav, isn't the next step of it the dynamic balls. In the 

MaGrav systems, the push is opposite to the universal structure, condition, because we 

pressurize these. But if you looked at the construction of the MaGrav S where you have  

(2:18). 2 systems inside each other and 1 ring, a smaller, bigger, medium chamber 

compression to the other chamber, isn't that then the heartbeat of the man. 14 

 

(2:22). 

 

 

(2:28). Any other question. 

(2:30). 

(2:32). Q: Roberto from Brazil.  say thank you.... (2:34).  Q: Arnold wants to share a 

spherical MaGrav. I am very careful about the way you share knowledge because part 

of it doesn't fit in to the pattern of the flow of the fields.  It's not my liking ... I used the 

wrong words.   (2:36). ... shares a picture.. (2:38). ... (can't understand him )  (2:40). 

This is how the MaGrav works it goes form G to M. ..  What you are trying to do is to 

split a MaGrav S and pull it apart. ... you are trying to expand the fields by creating 

another position. This is what is done in a SF.  (2:42). One of the reasons that we make 

the basis of the SF this way is to expand the fields. That's the only reason it's done. If 

you make 1 single system you have what I call the Iranian system, a single core like the 

stars. What you are trying to explain is a natural process of opening up the base for the 

expansion. If you make this slightly bigger you get a bigger system but instead of 

changing the position through the composition of the Gans and field position and 

strength we expand it without changing the poison. .. For others to understand, what he 

is doing is taking a MaGrav S, and then he is taking this one to pull it apart to expand 

this (the top one) into it. So in fact what you don't have is this ... and this has been split. 

This in a way a MaGrav S which is built but to expand the fields. This is a SF. Thank 

you. Am I correct? Yes. (2:44).  

 

(2:48). Q: Tectonic plates ...  

 

(2:54). 

... could be next 5 years, maybe tomorrow,  (2:56). but it is due and one of these might 

go, this is the problem and everything shifts. I have been watching this for some years 

and that's my biggest fear, being on the same line, we might get 2 nations suffering at 

the same time or close to each other. We don't have the capability to meet this 

horrendous shape (size), and this will go right through the US. Q: Is this a totally 

physical reaction or is it plasmatic as well because one of the things ... It's a physical, 

you see there is a history of it, I was watching a program accidentally on this very 

recently, and what we saw the last time this has happened, said the scientists, it hit 

Japan's east coast. .. Q: But you were referring to the ??? continental end and how it was 

effecting ... Oh, that, it comes to it, it will be amazed. Q: But is that plasmatic though?  

Yes, very much so, it will come into it. Q: What my question is when the subduction of 

the tectonic plates, does that create a plasmatic reaction causing a upheaval ... ?  Yes. 

We are made of it.  (2:58). We are connected to it. You see I told you Seattle is in a very 

bad position. Rick says, he lives between Vancouver and Seattle, the earthquake 

happened in Seattle in 1700 and created a Tsunami in Japan. It happens regularly every 

300 year or so. We are overdue for the next one. Mr. Keshe says, these are all 

connecting up to each other. It's natural and in a way coincidental that creates these kind 



of conditions.  Q: But is the conduct of man irritating this condition?  The behavior of 

the man enhances certain conditions, or gets touched by it, because of it, and in a way 

brings a lot of .. Let me expand into something because now we speak about the space 

technology, I'll go a step further.  (3:00).  Now that the man enters into the dimension of 

the space travel we'll teach you a little bit more that you understand. On earth we see 

continental M field movement, in space we have the same kind of conditions, release, 

storage, and M field shock through the U is very common. Here through the matter state 

of it, if you look at it the matter state is another M field state but it's in a compact form 

because it's in a matter state, the Inertia side. The same thing happens. Many times we 

get these blockages, on earth you call it continental plates, but in the U we have M field 

plates that they need to cross each other and they get blocked. Many times, in the 

interaction of the universal condition you'll see suddenly that there are huge energy 

releases. It comes from this. The fields pressurize so much that they let go, or one just 

manages to gather more energy and pushes the other one and this creates M field wave 

shocks. Some of these Shocks we see it on the upper solar system layers, which some 

times and not just on this planet, sometimes leads to creation and release of the 

meteorites into the center of the plate. These are the meteorites we don't expect and 

suddenly the just appear,  (3:02). out of nowhere. The direction of the flow of 

meteorites on the earth is this way, then suddenly they appear , because suddenly a M 

field shock has hit and these move inside. These sudden meteorites that appear usually 

comes from these M shocks on the upper end, so it's like an arrow and a bow, they just 

get hit. It's not that something hit the solar system, it's just these M field shocks, ?? you 

see this and you can loose spaceships because of this. Q: Do these meteorites have the 

same characteristics as the plasmatic? They're of another density of the fields. Q: But 

the characteristics, the rays? It's more or less the same. They have to have a common 

denominator in fields as the field strength of the wave that they could effect them. This 

is the partiality. We use this in the space T for deep space travel ???  expansion. You 

can make an arrow of yourself and travel if you know how to do it. These M field waves 

are very common. You can imagine billions of stars, you always .. it's not just here you 

have the planet. It's the same in the U you have this full time.  (3:04).  

(3:06). 

... Q: You said from the matter we created the Pl and from the Pl the matter, does this 

mean that even the Creator was created in this way? (silence). Next question. Q: Can we 

catch the fields (? like John) in a simple SF reactor and have the same results? Yes but 

you have to find out where you leave it. In the coming time I will teach you a lot of 

games with plasma reactors. Mankind is not yet ready, then I become a magician, but 

when you all understand then it becomes an understanding. At the moment if I show 

you then I become another magician.  (3:08). At this moment in time we are trying to 

avoid all these because the knowledge has to be understood in its totality in the reality 

of what it is.  Q: What happens when we become equal to the Creator? God forbid, what 

do you think you are that big. The thing is you become part of, you are part of, it's just 

understanding the position you attained. Part of the teaching of the soul is for man to 

understand the position of his own soul. This is where the problem is, man is lost in his 

understanding his own position and the place, it's like an unruly child when you go 

some place, you have been to a party and the child doesn't understand who is a guest 

and who sits where and he goes on the plate and eats whatever he likes, doesn't wait for 

the others, that is the behavior of mankind at the moment. He's not unruly, he hasn't 

been taught the rules of the engagement. I was listening to a program, they said they 

never had a king and now the US has created a king, unanswerable, not accountable, 

and do what I like, I own the nation. And you know who exactly I am talking about. It's 



that childish behavior. Q: What has happened to other races on other planets once they 

receive this knowledge in full,  (3:10). so the man on the street with no knowledge 

understands what is to come? When mankind goes into the level of understanding the 

work of the soul, then it's another progressive development to the next level. In 

elevation of understanding more. When I draw this circle which combines the totality of 

it (a Pl spiral), mankind in reality is somewhere here (at the beginning), when you 

understand more you go deeper inside. That going inside teaches you, you become more 

conscious of the creation. In some teachings and some books they talk about different 

levels that the soul travels, in a way, you don't need to travel, you understand more of, 

you see the higher power. If it takes you 18 hours to go from Theran to Washington and 

now you can do it in 5 minutes, it's just because now you understood more. You only 

understood about jet engines and rocket propulsion, but now you understand more about 

??? 5 minutes, then when you understand more of the reality you do it in 1 minute. The 

distance doesn't change, it's the knowledge which elevates you to understand more, and 

this is the process.  (3:12). Then when you are very good at it, you are there no time and 

no space, the condition of the Creator. Mankind will never achieve it, very hard, seldom 

if you become part of the totality. If you look at it, the famous movie going around the 

earth in 80 days and now man circumvents the planet in 1 hour 30 minutes in the upper 

atmosphere. It's just the level of knowledge we are gaining, the more you understand 

then you go to the next step and then you see different. It's not that mankind will see the 

Creator, mankind has just entered the zone of ?? The concept of feeding you according 

to what you need, because now you see planets ??? oh it's possible. then in a few 

months you say the guy knew something, no it's because we understand the totality of 

the creation. It's your understanding. .. the people who were born in 1919 until 2010, 

can you imagine what they have seen, the understanding and technology. Whereas the 

child born in 2009 to him it's normal. The other guys had to mature into it, but for him 

it's already been decided.  (3:14). It's the same with mankind. the electron, carbon, the 

plastic, the gold has been there, it's how we mixed it is how we managed to make 

microchips. But do we actually need the microchips, the next step is plasma fields, and 

the next step in the inner strength of the plasma so you can go faster. This is a warning 

to some countries who think .. let me explain something, intercontinental missiles in the 

hand of the right person are totally non-detectable, I was explaining this very recently. 

When I share a knowledge I share the totality, if you mix the knowledge of the KF with 

intercontinental missiles, then the missiles are zero friction, then Moscow to 

Washington is a few seconds. And this T is in the hands of a couple of nations. At the 

moment America shoots a missile they have to wait for it to come, those who have this 

missile they reach already before they come. The present western weapons T is totally 

obsolete, but it is a shame to be tested.  (3:16). ...  Do not test my patience.  ...  there is 

an interim T we could take the aircraft and remove the jet engine and use them, there is 

a possibility to shorten the flight. .. We can connect all the wings of the plane and you 

have a UFO, you don't need the engines. Or we can cover the front of it that you travel 

into zero space time.  (3:18) . 

 

(3:20). 

.. they know our intention so they confine you to the prison of this planet ... my 

knowledge has already been transferred to you, I hope you get enlightened. (3:22). Q: 

What makes salt G and field wise how does it help make life and make Gans in the 

Gans box or in the body? The salt is G and that is why the body absorbs more energy 

from its environment then it gives. Q: So what makes the salt G?  It's because of the 

mass of it, compared to its environment. It's G field strength. This is one of the reasons I 



always say man takes most of his energy, 80% from his environment, and 20% by 

feeding himself. Because of carrying different amounts of salt in our body, we are so G 

that we pull everything in from our environment, lower then itself to us and we feed 

back to. When you are heavy G you have to give the field back out, you can't just hold 

on to everything, then you change the ?? character. the content of the body, the different 

kinds of salts and salinity is in a way the absorber of the energy from the ?? now you 

understand where the 80% energy comes from.  Q: She says you always say that life 

starts as a gaseous plasma and that the salt environment,  (3:24). basically pulls in and 

allows that to collect, congregate?  If you test the sperm and egg and the salinity with 

them, then you'll understand why. Even the interaction of the 2 is the condition of the 

salinity in trying to mix and become 1 and that creates the dynamic position, because 1 

is absorbing more from the environment of the womb then the other and in that process, 

in trying to give to the other one to balance itself, it creates its dynamic system. They 

call it, 'one has got one more chromosome then the other one', that small amount of 

difference is very big for the two. this is the line of the creation maybe for the first time 

western science can understand why. Then if you can divide it, make it more G or M, 

then you decide on the sexual dependency. And some souls can decide which one to be 

at the point of the need, that is why some animals who have reached that point of 

position of understanding ??? even ?? because man is not there, all intelligent creature 

on this planet, they can be a male or a female to the conditions, if you understand it 

further, then we understand that the virgin birth is a natural process, if you reach a 

special condition. These are taboos that man has to get rid of if he wants to understand 

more of the creation.  (3:26). This is very much in line with the science if you go and 

see a lot of diseases at the older ages, and other disease at certain ages, we can now 

explain it fully when we understand the science. The salinity also has a lot to do with 

the emotions, because it's what you give, what you hold, what you don't share, and what 

you give too much of, .. where does the depression come from, and where do other 

diseases come from. If the miracle scientists in the background, they know exactly what 

it means.  Next week or after the KF .. we'll release the locations and the hospitals in the 

next few weeks that you can go to for all sorts of recoveries, processes ?? to be 

monitored by highly qualified doctors and scientists for certain diseases. We concentrate 

this section only to Chinese territorial land for the time being and then you can travel to 

them. ...  (Hospitals only in China) 

 

(3:28). 

Video  

END 

 


